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One of the most famous examples of the historical
battle for Truth between Science and Religion occurred in
the 1600’s. The Catholic Church, in power, locked Galileo
away for the second half of his life for his discovery and
insistence that the Earth revolved around the Sun. (He was
not formally exonerated until the 1900’s). Darwin’s theory
of man evolving from ape in the late 1800’s led to the
famous Scopes trial of 1925 in Tennessee.
These historical facts tell us about human nature--for
some, a belief (a thought) is more powerful than the truth of
that thought. Certain aspects of Truth are agreed by all
(such as “death and taxes”), while others change
continuously, like when we look back on life, seeing past
events with new perspective.
Science is as guilty as Religion of manipulating Truth.
The pharmaceutical, food, media and insurance industries
regularly promote mis-information and hide other
information to get us to consume, or not consume various
products and services. Baby formula rather than breast milk
(1950’s), hormone replacement for women (1990’s), and
current osteoporosis2 and cholesterol3 medications for the
elderly and vaccines for newborns4 are just a few examples.
Government, supposed to be the purveyor of greater
good, has become a vehicle of these industries and human
nature; and therefore has become less trustworthy over
time. How else could we have been so blind to the Truths of
global warming, childhood obesity, expensive and
ineffective “health care” and pending crises for our bees
and children’s nervous, hormone and immune systems due
wanton chemical and electromagnetic pollution?
Fortunately the Internet has evolved seemingly as a
counter-force, dramatically expanding access to different
voices and truths. While some Governments actively block
access to Truth on the Internet or from other sources, even
if impeded, Truth does ultimately prevail. Yoga is another
important tool.
Yoga as Science
If we define Science as method of searching for Truth,
Yoga can be viewed as a scientific method. This is because
classic Yoga inherently recognizes the limitations of the
human mind: our sensations, thoughts, emotions, memories
and concepts are NOT true; though they may seem so. Our
minds must CONSTRUCT reality and in that process create
distortion or illusion (maya). Like newer films enhanced
with computer graphics, our perceptual systems cause us to
SEE things that we know are NOT there. Just ‘cause the
world looks flat doesn’t mean that it is. On the other hand,
senses also DON’T show us what IS there—such as
bacteria5, radiation, genocide and destruction of the rain
forests. Our cognitive and sensory systems do a damn good
job of designing our cars and keeping us from crashing, but
do they represent Truth? Yoga teaches us that there are
truths beyond our senses and thoughts, more “objective”
than what our minds tell us, and that we can access these
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Truths directly with simple but apparently elusive and
difficult techniques.
“Ow, My Herniated Disc is Hurting Me”
A common illustration of this issue is the patient who
walks into the doctor’s office, limping, holding his back,
stating the above, but doesn’t want surgery. In such a case,
the patient has been convinced that his pain is being caused
by a herniated disc. However, the MRI might not show a
disc, or it might be on the other side or a different location,
not correlating with the pain. In fact, less than 5% of back
pain these days can be helped by surgery or removal of a
disc. More importantly, the patient’s direct experience of
pain has been superseded by the thought of “herniated
disc”; and therefore the disc in his mind had become more
difficult to heal than the pain in his back. Another example
is when a doctor tells an elderly patient, who looks and
feels fine, that he needs cholesterol medication5, or that she
needs osteoporosis medication4.
Mainstream medicine defines a “symptom” as a
“subjective” experience reported by a patient; while a
“sign” is an “objective” observation by the physician. When
the symptoms and signs match, we strike gold: a wound on
the arm hurts more and more, the physician sees and
samples the wound, the test shows bacteria and its
sensitivity, an antibiotic is prescribed, and voile-la, a cure!
Unfortunately, more than 80% of visits to primary care
doctors are for “non-organic” causes, which means that the
doctor will not be able to objectively validate the patient’s
symptoms. Hence the doctor concludes that his Objective
truth is more valid than the patient’s Subjective truth, and
hands out a free sample of anti-anxiety, anti-depressant,
sleep or pain medication.
Furthermore, 80% of dis-ease these days is “chronic”,
which essentially means there is no “cure”, and the best the
patient can hope for is “managing” (i.e. hiding) symptoms.
However, this “treatment” leads to side effects, more
medications and cost, dissatisfaction for the patient and
doctor, and gradually worsening of the original problem = a
huge amount of wasted time, energy, money, spirit and life.
The “only” entities that benefit from this model, and are
resisting current attempts to change, are the “health care”,
pharmaceutical, insurance, food and media industries!
This model of ill-ness, the inherent conflict between
subjective and objective, between patient and doctor, is
non-science at its worst. Yoga may be one of the most
important solutions to this modern problem which is in part
why it is growing in popularity (though when reduced to
just physical exercise it might not do the job; see prior
articles). By using yoga to flip the model 180 degrees, we
begin to discover root-cause solutions to these symptoms
and other modern problems, as has been done by yogapatients over thousands of years. Yoga is Science at its best,
because it gives us the tools to follow the Truth.
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Yoga as Method
We begin by assuming that the subjective is objective,
and the objective is subjective. This means that we assume
that the symptoms, what the patient’s body is telling them,
are always objective and true. The body’s mechanisms that
produce symptoms and deliver messages to awareness are
millions of years old and work successfully in most nonhuman species (including our pets) to preserve life. Those
symptoms are not there to make us suffer, but to give us
information that something is beginning to go wrong. Like
the red light on the dashboard of the car, we don’t want to
cover the bulb with black tape; we want to get the car to the
shop before the problem gets seriously wrong while
traveling at 70 mph.
Symptoms are like text messages; however, they’re
written in a foreign language or not a language at all (such
as music’s powerful messages). We need to develop the
skills to receive and respond to these messages. For most of
us, by the time our symptoms have become intense or
persistent enough to seek help, they have been present for
months to years. Symptoms usually begin softly; if we
haven’t been taught how to pay attention, we’re too busy, or
the “pain killers” work, symptoms will often come and go,
blink on and off, before turning into a steady red color.
Like symptoms, other impressions of the mind such as
intuitions, inspirations and insights are subtle fleeting
waves (vrittis) of non-sensory, non-cognitive consciousness
that can easily be missed. However, when followed, (like
the hair in the corner of CSI scene) they often can lead us to
deep solutions, and have been the source of the greatest
achievements of humankind. Unfortunately, we are
socialized from very young to ignore and suppress these
impressions; they are pejoratively called daydreams,
hallucinations, visions, etc. Some cultures believe that
dreams, both the nighttime and the daytime ones, are the
True reality, and that the everyday sensations and thoughts
are the illusions.
The Processes of Yoga, Science and Religion
Religion and Science are ways that we structure Truth.
However, the mental structures that we impose on our
mysterious and confusing lives are limited. Truth might rest
in Process not Result.
History shows us that innovators, seeking Truth
through honest observation and listening (“sitting with”),
discover “data points” (or as one author coined, “factoids”)
that don’t fit into the current Model of life—they serve as
whistle blowers. Dishonest Science, Religion and
Government alters, erases, silences, locks up or kills such
outliers. Honest Science, Religion and Government seek
out such innovators as essential purveyors of the next better
Model. The phases of Scientific, Religious and Cultural
revolutions are well documented in history—starting with
“oh-no” but ending with “tah-dah”. Unfortunately, history
shows us that there is a lot of pain and sometimes centuries
of delay involved in that process.
So, in the Process of seeking Truth (and Health) by
applying the Scientific method called Yoga, that nagging
back pain or anxiety may suggest or demand a pause or
change that leads to a new diet, a new hobby, a new
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profession, a new observation or discovery, a new
relationship to self or other, or a life-transforming sequence
of dominos falling on a personal and global level; the
butterfly effect in multiple dimensions.
We know this is true, because over human history, the
greatest scientists became more religious and the greatest
theologians became more scientific6. Truth engenders awe;
the mysteries only become more magnificent. As we age,
we get wiser because of our ability to incorporate more
information into our Models of life, refining them, making
them more True. The pursuit of Truth is an entitlement, a
freedom, and for many a Happiness that can never be taken
away, even if locked in a cell or a body. However, it is also
a Responsibility that we need to come back to as often as
possible.
IMPORTANT NOTE: This general information should not be used
to make decisions about medical care without the involvement of a
knowledgeable practitioner.
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